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Summary :


Fast convert Word to JEPG (JPG) for free online. Easy and intuitive conversions are implemented in a drag-and-drop manner, and both the methods are beginner-friendly.
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Microsoft Word (MS Word) has greatly simplified file editing. However, it’s often preferable to convert the files into images for saving and printing content.

But formatting can be a concern when you need to convert Word files to JPEG for sharing and cross-platform viewing.

Fortunately, you’ve landed on the perfect place to learn the 2 simple solutions for converting Word to JPEG in high quality. Let’s have a look now.

A Quick Glance on PDFgear and Zamzar

	Tool	Fee	Pros	Cons
	Zamzar	Free

Basic: $18/month

Pro: $30/month

Business: $49/month	1100+ conversions supported.	Subscription & sign-in required.

Free conversion is limited to 2 files/day with a single file under 1MB.

The paid version also has file size limits.
	PDFgear	Free	No sign-up

Support 20+ file format.

All tools are free and work stable.	The Direct Word-to-JPEG Conversion feature is unavailable now.


Swiftly Convert Word to JPEG Online with Zamzar

Zamzar provides a user-friendly and efficient tool that smoothly converts files into different formats. It claims to support 1,200+ file formats and has been committed to controlling all file conversions within ten minutes to achieve efficient processing and provides high-quality file conversion to all users.

Step 1. Upload the Files

Access Zamzar’s official web> Click “Choose Files” > Select a Word document from your device, or cloud storage services like Dropbox, or Google Drive.
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Step 2. Convert the Word File

Set the output format as “JPG” > click “Convert Now.”
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Step 3.

Once the conversion is done, click “Download” to save the JPG file.

[image: Download the JPG file]Download the JPG file


Convert Word to JPEG Online for Free with PDFgear

The all-in-one document converter tool PDFgear is well-received by the public for being intuitive, easy to use, and free. It is a web-based file-to-image converter that helps convert Word documents to JPEG and other formats of images on any device.

What’s more, there are a lot more conversions you can do with PDF gear: PDF to Word, PDF to Excel, PDF to JPG, Word to PDF, etc. Take a moment to explore all the features available on the PDFgear website. It’s more potent than you think.

The conversion is implemented in a simple drag-and-drop manner, and the output files are free from watermarks.

Check out the guidance below, and the conversion can be done in 4 simple steps!

Convert Word to JPEG Now

Step 1. Upload Word Documents

Navigate to PDFgear Word-to-PDF converter. Drag and drop the Word document files (with .doc. or .docx file extensions) into the upload box in the middle to import the files.

Alternatively, You can upload files by hitting the “Choose files” button.
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Step 2. Convert MS Word to PDF with PDFgear

Then PDFgear will automatically convert your Word document to a PDF file for the image conversion and hit the “Download” button to get the converted PDF file.
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Step 3. Convert MS Word to JPEG with PDFgear

Now head to the PDFgear PDF to JPEG converter from the drop-down menus above > Upload the PDF file > The PDFgear will convert PDF to JPG automatically.

It’ll be done in 2 seconds!

[image: Convert PDF to JPEG]Convert PDF to JPEG


Step 4. Download the Converted JPEG File

After the conversion, the blue “Download” button will appear in the box. Click it to save the converted JPEG file. It’s simple and easy!

[image: Download the Converted JPG]Download the Converted JPG


For more complicated file conversion demands, PDFgear software is introduced as a bonus. It’s lightweight, free of charge, and compatible with Windows, iOS, and macOS.

Unlike the online converter, this offline tool has no file size limit and supports batch conversion. Both the file security and output quality are guaranteed.


Note

PDFgear doesn’t offer direct Word-to-JPEG conversion so far. You need to complete Word-to-PDF and PDF-to-JPEG conversions to get the work done.



FAQs

How To Convert Word to JPEG with PDFgear?

It’s pretty easy to convert MS Word to JPEG with a PDFgear online converter. Go to PDFgear online Word-to-PDF converter to get a PDF file then access the PDFgear online PDF to JPEG tool to complete the conversion.

How To Convert Word to JPEG Online?

With a handy PDF converter, you can convert Word to JPEG online easily and in efficient ways. Access to an online converter like Zamzar > Choose a Word file to upload > Set the output format as “JPG” > Click “Convert” > Click “Download.”

Can I Convert MS Word to JPG Offline?

Yes, you can convert MS Word to JPG offline with PDFgear. With PDFgear Converter, you can quickly and easily convert MS Word documents to JPG offline, without any limitations on size or quantity.

To Sum Up

Both PDFgear and Zamzar are effective for Word-to-JPEG online conversion. Considering the comparison in accessibility and limitations on use, PDFgear is undoubtedly the superior option.

It is free, all-featured, and supports even file compression. The bulk conversion provided by its software will greatly ease your work. So whenever you need these conversions, don’t hesitate to give PDFgear converter a whirl.
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